FreeNAS - Umbrella #33810
Remove "fab" icons from UI
05/21/2018 10:13 AM - Timothy Moore II

Status:

Done

Priority:

No priority

Assignee:

Erin Clark

Category:

GUI (new)

Target version:

Master - FreeNAS Nightlies

Due date:

Reason for Closing:

Needs Doc:

No

Reason for Blocked:

Needs Automation:

No

Description
The UI uses in some places a "fab" icon (three horizontal lines) to house multiple options. At Warren's request (and my agreement),
I'm opening a general ticket to track where these icons are used. These should be reworked/removed in the interest of simplifying UI
flow and preventing user confusion.
Locations with fab icon (checked with 5/21 nightly):
Virtual Machines
Virtual Machines/Devices
I plan to do a full check and update the list with more entries later.
Subtasks:
Feature # 34104: Combine jail + jail wizard under one fab button

Done

Feature # 34107: Combine vm + vm wizard under one fab button

Done

Related issues:
Related to FreeNAS - Bug #34513: change fab button to single + button on vm/d...

Done

Associated revisions
Revision eaba05ea - 06/01/2018 05:35 PM - Erin Clark
Adjust boot pool button names to make them more descriptive
Ticket: #33810

Revision 2559b83f - 06/06/2018 02:20 PM - Erin Clark
Move replication actions from fab icon into table header
Ticket: #33810

History
#1 - 05/24/2018 06:05 PM - Erin Clark
- Status changed from Unscreened to Screened

#2 - 05/25/2018 11:12 AM - Warren Block
The Jails fab button is also unnecessary and confusing. It only has Add Jail and Jail Wizard, and can be replaced by a simple + to create a jail with
the wizard. If the user wants advanced settings, they can then edit that jail.

#3 - 05/25/2018 11:13 AM - Erin Clark
- Tracker changed from Bug to Umbrella

11/30/2020

1/2

- Target version changed from Backlog to 11.2-RC2
- Severity deleted (Med High)
- Seen in deleted (Master - FreeNAS Nightlies)
- Needs QA deleted (Yes)
- Needs Merging deleted (Yes)
- Support Suite Ticket deleted (n/a)
- ChangeLog Required deleted (No)

lets make this an umbrella ticket and file tickets against it for doing these things

#4 - 05/30/2018 07:37 AM - Dru Lavigne
- Status changed from Screened to In Progress
- Target version changed from 11.2-RC2 to 11.2-BETA1

#5 - 06/01/2018 03:36 PM - Erin Clark
- Target version changed from 11.2-BETA1 to 11.2-RC2

I think the important sections have been taken care of, I will leave this open for 11.2 in case we find another section that needs to be converted

#6 - 06/01/2018 05:37 PM - Erin Clark
https://github.com/freenas/webui/pull/838 this one fixes boot environments' fab button

#7 - 06/06/2018 10:43 AM - Erin Clark
- Related to Bug #34513: change fab button to single + button on vm/devices added

#8 - 06/06/2018 02:23 PM - Erin Clark
- Assignee changed from Erin Clark to Vaibhav Chauhan

https://github.com/freenas/webui/pull/853 I think this last one kills the fab button throughout the UI

#9 - 06/07/2018 12:08 PM - Vaibhav Chauhan
- Assignee changed from Vaibhav Chauhan to Erin Clark

merged

#10 - 06/07/2018 01:18 PM - Erin Clark
- Status changed from In Progress to Done

I believe all the fab icons are gone now, please open a new ticket if one is discovered that we overlooked

#11 - 06/07/2018 07:18 PM - Dru Lavigne
- Target version changed from 11.2-RC2 to Master - FreeNAS Nightlies
- Needs Doc changed from Yes to No
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